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NASW-NYC Priorities Set at Leadership Retreat

Inequality and Poverty in NYC, Social Work
Salaries, Reimbursement, and Loan Forgiveness,
at Heart of Chapter Program
In the past year, under the leadership of Chapter President, Dr. Martha Adams
Sullivan, NASW-NYC has been preparing the foundation for two major areas of
work, relating to economic equity for our clients and ourselves, as social workers.
A year ago, in October 2012, the Chapter’s Board of Directors and
committees chairs, in a leadership retreat, identified these areas to be priorities.
More recently, on October 6th of this year, a follow up retreat operationalized the
program that will roll out in the coming months.
The program is projected for several years, with room for it to evolve.
Read the full article on pg. 2

One-Year Anniversary of Hurricane Sandy:
Social Workers Reflect
Social workers in three different areas of practice offer impressions and analyses of
experiences during and after the storm.
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NASW-NYC Priorities Set at Leadership Retreat*

Inequality and Poverty in NYC, Social Work Salaries,
Reimbursement, and Loan Forgiveness,
at Heart of Chapter Program

Forty members of the Chapter Board of Directors, committee and task force chairs, and staff gathered at the Kennedy Center of Harlem for the
Chapter’s Leadership Retreat in Sunday, October 6. Discussion focused on advancing the Chapter priorities. Almost everyone wore NASW-NYC
t-shirts that read “Social Work is Social Justice.”

In the past year, under the leadership of Chapter President, Dr. Martha Adams Sullivan, NASW-NYC has been preparing
the foundation for two major areas of work, relating to economic equity for our clients and ourselves, as social workers.
A year ago in October 2012 the Chapter’s Board of Directors and committees chairs, in a leadership retreat, identified
these areas to be priorities. More recently, on October 6 of this year, a follow up retreat operationalized the program that
will roll out in the coming months.
The program is projected for several years, with room for it to evolve.

Creating the Poverty Tool Kit
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Housing
Hunger
Immigration
Health Care
Aging

6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Disabilities
Mental Health
Women
Children
Homelessness

11)
12)
13)
14)
15)

Anti-poverty Programs
LGBTQ Communities
Communities of African Descent
Communities of Asian Descent
Communities of Latino Descent

A poverty tool kit is being developed and will address the following areas:
The tool kit will consist of accessible and useable briefs that underscore the magnitude of poverty in New York City, as well
as in the country, and will include recommendations for addressing these conditions. They are intended for use by faculty
and students, social workers in the field, and for advocacy with elected officials in New York City and Albany. Coalition
building with other organizations is also intended.
The target date for the completion of the tool kit is January 1, 2014.
Continued next page

* See page 6 for the list of NASW NYC Leaders
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Social Justice Advocacy
The Social Work Equity Project has already enhanced the Chapter’s capacity to engage in social justice advocacy.
Since the spring, the Chapter adopted a resolution committing the Chapter to addressing racial equity, and issued
statements in opposition to the City’s on Stop and Frisk policy and the issues relating to the verdict in the Trayvon
Martin murder trial.
A second statement on Stop and Frisk, opposing the Mayor’s appeal of a federal court ruling to end the policy, was
submitted into the court to bolster the case to deny the appeal and uphold the original ruling. The Center for
Constitutional Rights expressed the opinion that a statement reflecting the views of social workers would strengthen
the case in court.

Making Salaries, Reimbursement and Graduate School Debt a Major Priority
The NASW-NYC leadership recognizes that addressing the needs of clients, which is why we are social workers,
cannot be done in a vacuum. The circumstances of social worker’s lives, our well-being, is directly related to the well
being of our clients.
At the heart of this is economic: salaries, reimbursement and school debt.
In a recent survey of members, addressing inadequate salaries was identified in the open ended responses more
than any other activity that NASW could engage in. This was recently discussed at the Chapter’s Leadership Retreat
on October 6.
The following issues were identified as being related to inadequate salaries:
• That social workers provide an enormously valuable and effective service, which is unique as it addresses the
multiple systems impinging on people’s lives, yet salaries do not reflect the importance of this work, nor the level
of education and experience that is being brought to bear.
• Social workers often have to work multiple jobs in order to provide for basic life’s needs, including paying rent
and paying off graduate school loans.
The Chapter is in the beginning stages of conducting a survey of what employers pay social workers, including entry
level salaries and whether salaries go up after years of service, for merit, or to keep up with the cost of living. A
salary impact statement is also being developed and will be a center piece for rallying social workers to assert the
need for change.
The Salary Project will be aimed at government funding as well as at employers and foundations that fund social
work programs. The Chapter has noted that some CEOs have made it a fund raising priority with their boards of
directors to address social work salaries, and the Chapter will advocate for this to be more widespread.

Social Work Reimbursement
Social work reimbursement for clinical practice is also going to be a priority of the Chapter.
In the Leadership Retreat dramatic changes affecting social workers in private practice were discussed. The following
issues were identified;
1) It is extremely difficult to get into managed care networks, and for those who are on panels, reimbursement
has being reduced, often with little or no notice. This makes sustaining a practice very difficult.
2) Medicare is understood to be the rate setter in the country, whether one sees clients on Medicare or not. That
Medicare reimburses clinical social workers at 75% of what psychiatrists are paid is an insult to the social
work profession. Other allied health professionals are reimbursed at a higher percentage compared to
physicians than social workers, other areas of health care. This needs to change.

Continued next page
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Several obstacles make it difficult to change reimbursement, and will be challenges for the profession in order to make any
difference.
• Federal law prohibits the organizing of providers to protest the rates that private insurers pay their providers, and doing
so is considered to be engaging in restraint of trade.
• Getting Medicare to change its rates requires lobbying Congress at a time when cutting the costs of Medicare is a
major political issue. Even under ideal circumstances, lobbying Congress is a formidable and expensive undertaking.
NASW-NYC will be working with National NASW and other Chapters to identify what options NASW has in this area, as
well as how to enable clinicians to be more effective in working with insurance companies

Loan Forgiveness
Graduate school debt, combined with inadequate salaries, makes entry into the profession extremely difficult. NASW-NYC
successfully lobbied the State legislature in 2005 to create the New York State Loan Forgiveness Program, and over $7
million has been expended to date. Nevertheless, the amount of funding each year only allows for approximately 150
licensed social workers to benefit from the program at a time. To address this, the two NASW chapters in new York, along
with the Association of Deans of the Schools of Social Work, plan to seek an increase to the funding level for the program.

Continued next page
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While most of the Retreat was spent in discussing the Chapter’s poverty project, intersectionality and multiculturalism, salaries
and women’s empowerment, time was taken to network as well as to learn the electric slide!

Other Activities: Continuing Education Just Mandated in State Law
NASW-NYC will also be preparing for New York State’s new mandate for continuing education for licensed social
workers. The bill passed by the legislature in June was sent to Governor Cuomo and he signed it into law. The mandate
will not go into effect until January 1, 2015.
The requirement, for 36 hours of continuing education over a three year period, will not apply to new license holders. The
requirement applies to social workers after they renew their license for the first time. NASW-NYC is planning to make
available continuing education opportunities that are modestly priced, with steep discounts for members.
For more on this mandate, as well as on stop-and-frisk, go to www.naswnyc.org, and look at the News items on right side.
of page.
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NASW-NYC Leaders
Board of Directors
Danielle Brown Fuller
Ricardo Guzmàn
Ella Harris
Evelyn Laureano
Gerri Matusewitch
Nancy Miller
Susan Moritz
Christina Perez
Elizabeth Rogers
Tom Sedgwick
Benjamin Sher
My-Lan Tran
Christine Wilkins

Martha Adams Sullivan, President
Sandra Bernabei, President-Elect
Nancy Andino
Christiana Best
Candida Brooks-Harrison
Linda Lausell Bryant
Louis Burns
Mary Jane Cotter
Helen Crohn
Kalima DeSuze
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Sofia Frank
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Elise Karras, Gerontological Social Workers Committee

Chapter Staff
Robert Schachter
Alayne Rosales
Emily Foote

Henry Leung
Monika Dorsey
Kelly Moskos
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William Latimer, NASW-NYC PACE
Joan Serrano Laufer, NASW-NYC PACE
Karol Markosky, Membership Recruitment and Retention
Committee
Christiana Best, Membership Recruitment and Retention
Committee
Madelyn Miller, Disaster Trauma Committee
Mark Miller, LGBT Social Work Committee
Sonia Morhange, Disabilities Committee
Marva Mariner-Latibeaudiere, Disabilities Committee
Wayne Orlowitz, Nursing home Committee
Yvette Rolón, Health Committee
Lynne Spevack, Private Practice Committee
Megan Wilen, New Supervisors Group
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Report from the Field:

The Rockaways and Super Storm Sandy
Tom Cocks, LCSW
Program Director,
SCO Family of Services
“I woke up in the street—swimming.”
		

“I was holding my infant son up near the ceiling as the water came to my shoulders.”

“When I returned home, I found my husband had died from a heart attack during the storm.”
“My family has no clothes but these on our backs—all our clothing is drenched and mildewed.”
“The water damaged the boiler and I am cold.”
						
		
“We have no beds.”
“We are out of money; my employer’s business had to shut down from the surge damage.”
		

“My dentures washed away and I don’t have $1,000 to replace them.”

“I slept on the beach for three days. I need a place to go.”
		

“The mildew is coming up the wall and our child has asthma.”

“I had to put my son to sleep last night in the open trunk of our car.”
I interviewed two dozen people for crisis counseling in the days and weeks following Hurricane Sandy. When the water
came up the sides of their building all believed that they and their children were going to die. Folks described a black sea.
The storm had broken off electricity and the dark rising of the sea appeared certain to continue. Next morning, adding to a
sense of unreality, the ocean had receded as if the nightmare of the previous evening never happened. But as one woman
stated, “Now when I turn a street corner I think I’m going to see the water again.”

~
At 6 AM on Friday November 9, 2012 I got a call that my agency, SCO Family of Services, had joined the Super Storm
Sandy response in Far Rockaway. On Monday, the Far Rockaway Restoration Center opened. I led a team of twenty on-call
social workers and we prepared to work with first responders and agency personnel at the crisis centers. Mayor Bloomberg
spoke to us. Sandy victims immediately began to pour in to open a FEMA case and to visit the array of City agencies
present under one roof to help them. Every day of the week, Sunday through Saturday, I set out before dawn and arrived at
work in the dark. The Centers were open from 8 AM to 8 PM. After tallying the reports and statistics, I drove home usually
arriving after 10 PM, tired.
Restoration Centers were co-located in the FEMA Disaster Recovery Centers in all the flood zones in the City. Other Federal,
State, and City services were abundant at the Restoration Centers: Small Business Administration; Housing and Urban
Continued next page
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Development; NYC Small Business Services; NYC Departments of Buildings, Housing, Health and Mental Hygiene,
Consumer Affairs, Aging, and SNAP (food stamps); and numerous other public and private organizations.
Those of us in voluntary social service programs screened the community residents. We identified what they needed and
pointed to where the various City agencies sat. Individuals went around the crowded room with FEMA and HRA checklists
and stopped at specific services they needed. People had lost jobs, their cars, clothes that were washed away or destroyed
by mildew, boilers damaged by seawater, and more.
Indeed, many folks came in for concrete assistance but also wanted trauma debriefing and crisis counseling on the spot.
The clinical social worker played a key role in the disaster response. Our voluntary agency staff asked, “Would you like to
talk to someone today?” Those of my staff with clinical background and qualifications were able to interview and evaluate
dozens of pesons each month, while clinical professionals from NY Medical Corps, Project Hope (both funded by NYS Office of Mental Health), and NYC’s Department of Health and Mental Hygiene counselors saw many others daily who were
psychologically impacted by the storm. Crisis counseling took place almost continually in the first two months.
Apart from crisis counselors directly working with the walk-in public, there were half a dozen local community mental health
centers on the Rochaways Peninsula. With some frequency, persons with acute stress disorders also had symptoms of
depression or anxiety. They all were given referrals to the mental health centers.
We asked a question at intake: “Is there anyone who you know that needs to come but is unable to?” We notified the Department of Aging to send outreach workers to elderly residents incapable of travel or too weak to take the stairs in buildings without elevators.
Many people came to the Restoration Centers with no housing. They were placed in shelter outright or given a table with
a phone to call the long list of hotels until they got a vacancy; whereupon, the Home-Based Program and Department of
Housing placed them. Metropolitan area hotels were full, vacancies only occurring ephemerally.
At exit interviews, the volunteers guided consumers to food pantries, gave out vouchers for clothing at Salvation Army
stores, and referred people for mental health services.
In the five months the Restoration Centers were open, we touched the lives of tens of thousands. In Far Rockaway and
Arverne Centers alone, our sites had 30,000 touches for about 10,000 individuals and families coming once or more.
Now, one year later, contracts have started for “recovery” as opposed to “response” phase. In the Rockaway peninsula, we
are one of three agencies with Federal (FEMA) funds to conduct Long-Term Disaster Case Management services. After the
closing of the Centers, we now conduct assessments and refer to programs providing cash for repairs and other assistance
to the many who, after a year, still are not back in their homes. The process of recovery has been slow.
About 2,137 homes in the Far Rockaway zip code have 30% damage, making them eligible for NYC’s Build It Back
program, which will make repairs for tenants and homeowners necessary to return. Another program is the Unmet Needs
Roundtable, whereby case managers present their clients’ need for repairs and other problems. As always, the case managers are making referrals to community mental health, food banks, and other services.
In my particular LTDCM program seventeen case managers have opened almost 700 cases since January and currently
manage a caseload of about 550. This program will end on the second anniversary date of the storm.
In the Rockaways, as in other flood zones, community organizations came together to form disaster recovery groups. SCO
helped one such group, Rockaway United, to connect services organizations during a disaster and provide preparedness
training and planning. RU has met every other week since December. We work with the Queens Borough President’s office,
whose website lists charter RU members, and the Mayor’s Office of the Chief Services Officer to be prepared for the “next
time,” whenever that might occur. The Mayor’s plan, A Stronger, More Resilient New York, cited our recommendations
for the Rockaway Peninsula. Our network sponsors preparedness training by the Red Cross and the Office of Emergency
Management. We have a Rockaway United Help Line (718-888-6868) to link persons to local services and prepare for

emergency management in the future. Recently, we held a Sandy anniversary service provider fair for hundreds
of community members.
The first year after Super Storm Sandy was an admixture of the best in social work response and significant challenges. In

Continued next page
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the early weeks, a proliferation of resources and subsequent confusion occurred. As emergency response continued, huge
amounts of supplies and personnel were deployed City-wide. Coordination of shelter, mental health, clothing, and food
needs developed. Currently, thousands are still without repairs, many not able to move back into their homes or
apartments. While help is available through Federal, State, and local programs and private philanthropies, the process
has been slow.

~
One Year After the Storm
There are many who still need concrete help to repair or to return to their homes. These folks are getting help from Legal
Aid Society as advocates, from case managers in the Long Term Disaster Case Management programs, and from direct
assistance from the state, the city, and private groups. The process has been slow. Persons received cash and benefits in
the aftermath of the storm, but such resources have been spent down or are in abeyance pending more awards needed
for the actual cost of renovation. For those living in a flood zone, they must use their awards to mitigate the possibility of
another storm, including the large cost of raising a house out of danger from a surge. If they do not make the repairs properly, they will receive nothing when the next disaster might occur. Individuals are therefore underfunded and still need more
help for restoration.
In the meantime, mental health services continue to be needed and have been maintained for those had traumatic experiences or other reactions to the disaster requiring follow-up care. Recently, awards totaling over $200 million were
announced by the State Office of Children and Family Services to address the needs of child care facilities and others
impacted by the damage and suffering caused by the devastating power of Sandy.
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Hurricane Sandy Reflections:

Where the City and Social Work Intersect
Monica Copeland, MSW
Senior Program Officer, Financial Services & Asset Building
Office of Financial Empowerment
NYC Department of Consumer Affairs
As we reflect upon the one year anniversary of Hurricane Sandy, I would like to highlight some of the critical work that
the City of New York accomplished and the important role social workers played during this natural disaster. In 2005 I
was a student at the Columbia University School of Social Work when Hurricane Katrina made such a profound impact as
the costliest hurricane - and one of the deadliest - in United States history. I was entering my second year, and Hurricane
Katrina and its aftermath shaped parts of my academic year. In addition to discussing the storm in class, I participated in
a Hurricane Katrina working group and worked with my classmates to host fundraisers to help local nonprofit providers on
the ground. I always regretted not being able to go down to New Orleans to help rebuild that year or in the years after, but
eight years later I would have a chance to work directly on recovery services in New York City.
Municipal government has a unique role as a service provider before, during, and after natural disasters. In the case of
Super Storm Sandy, residents responded to severe weather alerts and information about evacuating flood zones. Disaster-related emergency plans were activated by the NYC Office of Emergency Management and others. Immediately after
Super Storm Sandy made landfall on October 29th, City employees were encouraged to work at the emergency shelters
near their homes if their agencies were unable to be reopened. At the emergency shelters, evacuated residents received
services such as food and a warm, dry place to sleep. I worked at the evacuation centers along with my colleagues from
the Department of Consumer Affairs, and there were varying levels of need in the different geographic areas of the city.
However, the evacuation centers were well-equipped and well-staffed in advance, and they were an important part of the
recovery efforts. In a time of great uncertainty, the residents in the shelters appreciated knowing that there was somewhere
for them, and even their pets, to go.
Within two weeks of the storm, the City launched a program called NYC Restore. Beginning on November 13, nine NYC
Restoration Centers were the principal locations where individuals, property owners, and business owners impacted by
Hurricane Sandy were able to communicate with the City and learn about recovery-related programs and services. The
three second-year graduate students from Columbia University School of Social Work who were enjoying their first weeks
in field placement at the Department of Consumer Affairs helped by covering shifts at the NYC Restoration Centers. One of
the graduate students also served as a Mandarin-speaking translator at a Restoration Center. These Centers were co-located
with the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and the Small Business Administration (SBA). Over time a few of
the physical locations changed, but they included sites in Staten Island, Red Hook, Gravesend, Coney Island, Far Rockaway, Arverne, Breezy Point, and Throggs Neck. The sites were often placed within converted retail space or churches, but
some sites consisted of trailers. The NYC Restoration Centers were open approximately twelve hours a day, seven days a
week, for fifteen weeks.
The NYC Restoration Centers were created in order to bring the City’s services to the people where they were needed
most. A range of services were available such as food and nutrition assistance, temporary housing, health and medical
benefits, financial counseling, business restoration services, and housing recovery services. Sandy survivors could apply
for benefits and other programs at the Restoration Centers, ask questions, or receive referrals. In addition to the staff from
the Department of Consumer Affairs, a sample of the City agencies present included: Human Resources Administration,
Housing Preservation, and Development, Department of Buildings, Department of Health and Mental Hygiene, and the
Small Business Services. State and federal agencies joined the Restoration Centers including: New York State Department of
Labor, Social Security Administration, and the Internal Revenue Service just to name a few. There were also representatives
from the private sector such as ConEdison, and nonprofits were there providing intake support, mental health services, and
housing assistance. Over 36,000 visits were made to the NYC Restoration Centers for services. The majority of people
were interested in accessing FEMA’s financial resources, SBA loans, and a program called NYC Rapid Repairs to help get
funding and support to rebuild their flood-damaged homes.
Continued next page
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My specific role was to train partners about the types of services and questions the Department of Consumer Affairs could
address at the NYC Restoration Centers such as financial counseling and consumer protection referrals. I also worked with
my colleagues to create resource materials, collect data, troubleshoot, and report to City agency leads. My fellow social
workers and I took into consideration the person in environment and met people where they were, addressing immediate
service needs first. Both at the evacuation centers and NYC Restoration Centers, we were able to ask what people needed
or what services could wait. As a top priority, we all wanted to make sure residents were in safe living conditions. We
also wanted to make sure income was restored through services such as food stamps and unemployment benefits. After
we addressed the most pressing issues, we helped New Yorkers access services such as replacing lost documents or filing
consumer complaints against those committing fraud or scams.
The Sandy survivors were treated with dignity, and we tried to work as quickly and efficiently as possible. There were times
when the residents were frustrated, angry, or depressed, but we also encouraged them to be persistent. In turn, we didn’t
become complacent; throughout the fifteen-week program we continued to promote the Centers and added new services
such as tax information at the start of the tax season. We worked as problem solvers, listeners, and connectors even when
the issues were not under our immediate purview. I learned valuable lessons about how quickly government can move
and adapt to changing client needs in real time. Having this type of firsthand experience as a professional social worker
providing City services to address the aftermath of a storm provided me with the experience of a lifetime. After the NYC
Restoration Centers closed, the work continued with the creation of the Mayor’s Office of Housing Recovery Operations
(NYC Recovery Office). By creating a new office and offering long-term disaster case management for the next two years,
the City and social workers at local nonprofits are demonstrating a commitment to helping residents fully recover following
Hurricane Sandy.
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Reflections on the Aftermath of Hurricane Sandy:

Considering an Immigrant Perspective
Lear Matthews, DSW

The devastation caused by natural disasters in the Caribbean, the Gulf of Mexico, and the eastern coast of the U.S. has
exposed the vulnerability of economically advanced and impoverished nations. The unprecedented havoc wrecked by Hurricane Sandy and the merciless “after strike” from a Nor’easter tested the will and faith of tens of thousands. The ability of
survivors to cope is not only determined by their resilience, but intimately connected to the response of the community, and
mitigating efforts by government and relief organizations. For many immigrants, this monster storm temporarily transformed
the American Dream into an American nightmare. It is within this context, informed by research on the adaptation of
immigrants, and work with survivors of natural disasters, the writer presents this perspective.
There has been escalating scrutiny of the policies and actions of public officials regarding disaster planning and response
to the needs of survivors. The poignancy of lessons learned in the wake of Hurricane Sandy is clear. The non-existence or
collapse of water control systems, the questionable evacuation based on a particular zoning system, the capability of utility
companies, the contentious debate about global warming, preferential treatment of certain communities, and the tacitly
demeaning sentiment expressed by some overwhelmed victims and observers: “This is like a Third World country”, all mark
new realities in assessing cause and effect of a disaster of this magnitude.
As City and State officials grapple with explanations and possible solutions, geopolitics, socioeconomic
exigencies, the influence of the media on public consciousness, and “the intersection of the disaster with existing inequities”
(Miller, 2013), feature prominently in decisions about resource allocation for recovery and
reconstruction. Some of the hardest hit communities, including those with sizeable immigrant populations, appeared not to
have been given as much media coverage. Clearly this signals the importance of establishing media outlets in the Diaspora.
Likewise, there is an urgent need to respond to the social and psychological impact, particularly as it relates to losses
incurred. Coming to North America to establish a ‘better life’, many immigrants relinquished prized possessions, including
homes, land, and careers in the home country to start a new life. Unfortunately, Hurricane Sandy made that road
unexpectedly treacherous
People build and sustain resources such as a home, job and other assets to enhance their life circumstances and for immigrants, as evidence that they have “made it” in America. Particularly as a result of a lifelong investment in these resources,
in addition to abrupt disruption in routine life activities, psychological distress occurs when there is a threat of loss, damage,
or destruction of possessions. The human cost manifested in death, displacement, and untold suffering, has given rise to
multifaceted risks to the affected populations. Undoubtedly, this experience shatters common beliefs about safety and
security, especially for immigrants from countries that have a history of natural disasters or spiraling social problems.
Survivors were heard lamenting: “I can’t believe what I am seeing!” “What can we do, start over?” This experience for
immigrants is like a second displacement from ‘home.’
The assistance provided by hometown associations (i.e., local cultural organizations typically found in immigrant
communities) and the diplomatic corps, was creditable. The presence of volunteers of various ethnicities and backgrounds
did not go un-noticed. Immigrants have bonded with their American counterparts to mourn, eciprocate help, and reassure
one another. Such interactions provided a source of immediate comfort and an opportunity to gain from cross-cultural
perspectives of coping with stress. However, in some instances there are likely to be prolonged feelings of fear, anxiety,
hyper vigilance, and depression, especially among those who do not have a strong supportive network of relatives in the
U.S.
Feelings of helplessness are common, particularly among the undocumented and those awaiting adjustment of immigration
status, who tend not to readily reach out for assistance, for fear of being identified and deported. Sanchez (2013) notes
Continued next page
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that immigrants with US-born children and grand children were denied federal disaster unemployment insurance or cash
assistance for temporary housing and replacing damaged possessions. These situations exacerbate the trauma experienced
after a disaster.
As is common following such disasters, some people may suffer from Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder. Many households with
children, the elderly, and the differently-abled are likely to experience a significant level of distress. Such projections include
a sizable immigrant population. However, amid sadness, frustration and anger, there was camaraderie and lasting friendships among diverse neighbors who shared the same fate. Expressions of mental distress and the perceived role of helping
professionals, including social workers, will determine the extent to which survivors benefit from or seek counseling. Both
receiving and giving help can be therapeutic and central to coping and recovery. Some people exhibit stark fatalism, while
others demonstrate complacency or deny the pain caused by personal loss. Among immigrants, such reactions tend to be
congruent with culturally defined coping behaviors. Their value of privacy and immigration status may also account for
hesitation in seeking assistance. Having relatively modest pre-migratory resources, immigrants develop an attitude of “
making do with what we have,” which can enhance or retard the recovery process. Proven resilience in crisis situations
makes it less likely that many immigrants would experience long-term adverse psychological effects. Nevertheless, this
depends on the level of community support.
An often ignored problem is the exposure to health hazards experienced by immigrant day laborers, many of whom are
undocumented, hired as a major part of the clean-up crew. They are likely to be exposed to unhealthy conditions emanating
from contaminated debris, mold, and sanitizing chemicals with minimum protection. This and other potentially exploitative
post-disaster situations need to be closely monitored.
This essay highlights an important dimension of coping in the aftermath of natural disasters, particularly in diverse communities. Regardless of immigration status or citizenship, the human cost is as significant as the economic cost. Hopefully,
this presentation will help to inform the way we prepare for, cope with, and come to understand the social, psychological,
cross-cultural, and political dynamics of disasters. In developing coping strategies, designing preventive and mitigating
programs, mutuality, and accountability in emergent relationships becomes essential to disaster planning. This is especially
important in increasingly diverse communities.
Cultural protagonists, including hometown associations and educators must assess emerging problems and needs, and
encourage dialogue on similar life changing events. Organizations such as the National Association of Social Workers have
not only provided mental health and crisis counseling, but can be instrumental in disseminating information regarding
post-storm benefits from FEMA and other recovery agencies. The provision of emergency outreach initiatives and legal
services to better serve immigrant communities in crisis is essential (MRNY, 2013). Ultimately, survivors, first responders,
immigration advocates, and policy makers can draw from research and analyses, as they reflect on the aftermath and
prepare for the inevitability of future disasters.
One year later – is the bustling, diverse metropolis better prepared for natural disasters? Is “stronger than the storm” a
reliable metaphor?

Works Cited:
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Welcome New NASW-NYC Staff and Intern
Emily Foote, MSW
Program & Communications Associate

Emily joined the NASW-NYC staff in June, shortly after receiving her MSW from
Columbia, where she was a Management Fellow and specialized in public and
nonprofit administration. Emily received a BA in History from Trinity College in 2005.
Prior to graduate school, she worked in her native Vermont and NYC as a book editor
for an independent publisher, where the social justice and activist-focused manuscripts
she worked on persuaded her to change careers. After spending a year on a gubernatorial campaign in Vermont, she returned to New York and began her social work degree.
At Columbia, Emily completed field assignments with two NYC agencies—the
Department of Education and the Department of Consumer Affairs, where, at the latter,
she worked on antipoverty initiatives at the Office of Financial Empowerment.
Emily joins Bob Schachter, Executive Director, and Alayne Rosales, Program & Administrative Associate for Membership and
Development, in rounding out the professional staff. She brings a unique combination of skills in communications, policy,
research, and program development to the team and to her work on Currents, continuing education, and the various policy
and social justice initiatives of the Chapter.

Henry Leung
Administrative Assistant & Graphics Coordinator

Henry Leung also joined us in June of this year, and we are delighted to have him as a
member of the team. Henry hails from Sunset Park, Brooklyn where, as an adolescent,
he volunteered for a community-based program affiliated with SCO Family of Services.
Henry went on to attend New York City College of Technology in downtown Brooklyn,
where he received a degree in graphic arts and production management. His ease
with computer programs and his eye for design are invaluable assets at the Broadway
Chapter office. Henry works primarily with Emily on e-communications, the Website, and
Currents, and is collaborating with Alayne Rosales on spiffing up some of our marketing
materials for students and young professionals. We tease Henry that we are the
beneciaries of his early exposure and involvement with social workers.

Kathleen Algire-Fedarcyk
MSW Student, Policy Intern

Kathleen Algire-Fedarcyk is currently serving as the Chapter’s MSW Policy Intern.
Kathleen is an advanced standing student at Columbia University’s School of Social
Work. She is pursuing the Policy concentration with a specialization in Contemporary
Social Issues. She graduated in May 2013 with a bachelors in Social Work from the
University of Maryland, Baltimore County. She served as the Maryland Chapter’s BSW
student representative for the 2012-2013 year. Kathleen is working with Alayne on our
membership associates program and planning for the Chapter’s annual meeting and with
Emily on policy research for the poverty and salary projects. We are delighted to have
her on board for the academic year.
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NASW-NYC Joins Press Conference at City Hall
in Opposition to Stop-and-Frisk Policing in NYC

In keeping with prior statements and activities, NASW-NYC submitted a declaration in Federal Court in support of the plaintiff
in the case that challenges stop-and-frisk. Staff also appeared at a press conference organized by the Center for Constitutional
Rights. At left, Eleni Zimiles and Sharielle Applewhite of the Undoing Racism Internship Project join Kathleen Algire-Fedarcyk,
NASW-NYC intern, shortly before the press conference; at right: Emily Foote, MSW, issues a statement on behalf of the Chapter.
Behind her is Letitia James, newly-elected Public Advocate and NASW-NYC-endorsed candidate. Ms. James is the first
African-American woman elected to citywide office in NYC.

In Memoriam
Frank T. Modica, MSW, a long-standing advocate for the many diverse communities of
Manhattan’s Lower East Side, Executive Director Emeritus of Hamilton-Madison House and
Chairman of the Board at Two Bridges Neighborhood Council, died from natural causes on
Wednesday, September 25, 2013. He was 81 years old.
Mr. Modica was a celebrated leader in the settlement house movement and social services
sector throughout New York City, primarily in the Two Bridges and Lower East Side areas of
Manhattan. From 1976 – 2010, he served as Executive Director of Hamilton-Madison House
(HMH), a 113 year old non-profit settlement house dedicated to improving the quality of life
for individuals and families. Under his 34 years of stewardship, HMH grew to become one
of the nation’s leading providers of Behavioral Health Services to Asian and Asian-American
communities.
Mr. Modica also served on the boards of a number of local, national, and international organizations including United
Neighborhood Centers of America; and International Federation of Settlements and Neighborhood Centers. Most notably,
Mr. Modica served on the Board of Two Bridges Neighborhood Council since 1977, during which time the organization
created permanently affordable housing for thousands of families and individuals.
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7th Annual Leadership Awards Dinner
Honoring Social Work Leaders
in New York City

Thursday, December 5, 2013
5:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Jing Fong Restaurant
20 Elizabeth Street
Manhattan
NASW-NYC, through its 7th Annual Leadership Awards, recognizes social workers
who demonstrate exemplary leadership qualities and a unique commitment to the
improvement of social and human conditions.
Join us as we honor and celebrate social work leaders across the generations. This
dinner is a unique opportunity to have a fun-filled time, a wonderful meal, and to
network as we celebrate the outstanding accomplishments of our leaders.

More information @ NASWNYC.ORG
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Stand up.
Stand out.
New eligibility criteria!
Find out how you can join 30,000+
board-certified case managers.

Apply today!
www.ccmcertification.org
(856) 380-6836

PTI of Psychoanalytic Training Institute
CFS Contemporary Freudian Society
Formerly New York Freudian Society

Innovative Programs in NYC & DC
emphasize analytic listening and clinical
immersion, integrating contemporary
psychoanalytic perspectives. We offer
small classes and a supportive training
experience with IPA-member faculty.
Our NY Adult Psychoanalysis Program
is a License Qualifying (LP) program.
All Masters-level professionals are
welcome to apply. LMSW’s may receive
supervised experience credit toward
LCSW certification.
Monthly Saturday classes in DC
facilitate training from a distance.
Additional NYC programs include:
Child/Adolescent Psychoanalysis,
Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy, and
Parent–Infant Treatment.
For more information call
Susan Roane, PhD, at 347-725-0080.
Visit us at instituteofcfs.org
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INSPIRE SUCCESS

INSPIRE SUCCESS

JOIN THE FEGS BRONX COMMUNITY AND BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
CLINICAL TEAM

Bilingual Spanish Outpatient Openings • $2,500 Sign On Bonus

LICENSED SOCIAL WORKERS (LCSW/LMSW) FOR INTAKE
AND PSYCHOTHERAPY

LICENSED SOCIAL WORKERS (LCSW/LMSW)

Bilingual Spanish Outpatient Openings • $2,500 Sign On Bonus
Until December 31, 2013.

TEAM LEADER, ASSISTANT CLINIC MANAGER AND
PROJECT MANAGER

Our Behavioral and Community Health Bronx region has immediate
management, supervisory and direct service openings for Licensed Social
Workers interested in joining our team to provide client centered services to
populations with a wide array of diagnoses.

Our Behavioral and Community Health Bronx region has immediate
management, supervisory and direct service openings for Licensed Social
Workers interested in joining our team to provide client centered services to
populations with a wide array of diagnoses.

LMSW/LCSW bilingual Spanish; supervisory positions require LCSW, proven
experience in clinical assessments, psychotherapy and diagnosing mental
health clients in an outpatient clinic setting.

LMSW/LCSW bilingual Spanish (some manager positions do not require
bilingual skills); supervisory positions require LCSW, proven administrative
experience in supervising students and/or professional staff.

FEGS is dedicated to providing quality
supervision as well as on-going training
on cutting edge treatment modalities.
Our facilities are renovated and easily
accessible by car from Westchester
and Manhattan, as well as by public
transportation. We offer highly
competitive compensation based on your
credentials, professional experience and
second language skills.

FEGS is dedicated to providing quality
supervision as well as on-going training
on cutting-edge treatment modalities.
Our facilities are renovated and easily
accessible by car from Westchester
and Manhattan, as well as by public
transportation. We offer highly
competitive compensation based on your
credentials, professional experience and
second language skills.

If you are an experienced clinician
interested in partnering with
our organization on behalf of
our clients, please apply online
at: fegs.org/careers and enter
PØ2ØØØ in the “Search Terms”
box.
FEGS is an Equal Opportunity
Employer.

FEGS is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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If you are a clinician with
experience in outpatient clinic
settings, please apply online at:
fegs.org/careers. Click the purple
“to apply online” tab and scroll
down to click “social workers” to
see all available positions.
Please pay particular attention
to PØØ351 for the Bronx Clinic,
PØ5677 for the South Bronx Clinic
or PØ422Ø for the School Based
Program.
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The Repetition Compulsion
Revisited
CMPS Annual Conference • Saturday. December 7th, 2013
9 AM to 5 PM at NYU’s Eisner and Lubin Auditorium, 60 Washington Square South, NYC

F

reud said that what is not remembered will be repeated, but the idea that remembering experience can defeat the repetition compulsion is optimistic. Every analyst has patients who have
remarkable insight about their traumatic childhoods but continue to repeat the difficulties
of their early lives. This conference revisits the repetition compulsion from a neuroscientific,
Lacanian, and modern analytic perspective so that as analysts we may may better understand
what is required of us to address this tenacious and self-destructive dynamic.

cmps

For more information contact cmps xx 212.260.7050 xx cmps@cmps.edu xx www.cmps.edu

The Center for Modern Psychoanalytic Studies (CMPS), 16 W. 10th Street. NYC 10011, holds an absolute charter from the State of
New York and is recognized by the State of New York as a licensure-qualifying institute for those seeking licensure in psychoanalysis.

Health Assets Management, Inc.

College of Education and Human Services

Caring for social work practices –
Submitting claims, assuring payments,
Obtaining/tracking authorizations,
Verifying patient benefits & copays
And
Completing insurance panel applications

2013 CPT code specialists
PQRS Experts















a difference in the lives of
PhD in Family Studies Making
families, children and communities

T

he PhD in Family Studies program at
Montclair State University offers a unique
interdisciplinary and critical lens for analyzing the
challenges to, and promoting the well-being of,
all types of families across the life span, across
cultures and throughout the world. Our doctoral
students learn to become effective change
advocates for improved family life through
research, scholarship, program development
and evaluation research.
Our faculty has a distinguished research record
in the areas of parenting, siblings, relational
aggression, adolescent development, intimate
partner violence, immigrant families, transition
to young adulthood, aging family relationships,
substance abuse, depression and suicide,
LGBT-headed households, family stress, African
American families, first-generation college
students and program development and
evaluation.

Graduates of the program will have a wide
range of professional opportunities, including
careers as:
• Academic faculty members
 • Program administrators
 • Researchers and evaluators
 • Policymakers focused on children,
youth, adults, older adults and families
To Apply:
Applications are being accepted for
fall admission only.
The final application deadline for fall admission
is February 1.
College of Education and Human Services
montclair.edu/cehs | 973-655-6905
email: phdfamily@montclair.edu

It’s all here. Montclair State University
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...CONSIDER NYSPP...
For Advanced Training in Psychotherapy
www.NYSPP.org
The New York School offers an ego structuring and object

relations curriculum that deepens the craft of psychotherapy
by integrating traditional and contemporary analytic theory
with current clinical thinking.

• Small interactive clinically oriented classes, outstanding
faculty integrating supervision, academic work and
clinical practice.

• Collegial and supportive membership that fosters networking,
mentoring and professional growth through continuous
study and learning.

• Opportunities for clinical experience through the
Institute’s Referral Service.

• LMSW's can receive supervised experience credit
toward LCSW certification.

NYSPP

THE NEW YORK SCHOOL FOR
PSYCHOANALYTIC PSYCHOTHERAPY
AND PSYCHOANALYSIS
200 West 57 St, #905, NY, NY 10019 212 245 7045
Accredited by Accreditation Council of Psych.Edu. (ACPE)
Absolute Charter by the New York State Board of Regents
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